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CONTINUITY OF CERTAIN HOMOMORPHISMS OF
BANACH ALGEBRAS

T AE GEUN CRO and ]AE CRUL RHO

1. Introduction

The continuity problems of homomorphisms from a Banach
algebra into a Banach algebra were studied by many mathematici
ans, yet there remain many open questions on the subject DJ,
[4]. One of the unsolved problems, perhaps the most important
problems in the automatic continuity theory, is whether every
homomorphism from a Banach algebra into a noncommutative
semisimple Banach algebra is necessarily continuous. In [5J B. E.
]ohnson showed that any complete norm on a semisimple Banach
algebra A is equivalent to the original norm of A. From this
result it can be easily seen that a homomorphism from a Banach
algebra onto a semisimple Banach algebra is necessarily continuous.
Thus the above open problem is reduced to the continuity problems
of non surjective homomorphisms. For this kind of homomorphisms
the closure of the range is itself a Banach algebra and we consider
homorphisms whose range is dense in the codomain.

The continuity of a homomorphism is closely related to the
radical of B and many authors investigated continuity conditions
in relation with the properties of ideals of Banach algebras. In
this note we seek to find conditions which ensure the continuity
of a homomorphism. We prove the following theorems.

Let Banach algebras A and B have identities and (): A-+B be a
homomorphism with dense range such that

( i) for each left ideal I of A there is a left ideal L of B such
that (}(J) =(}(A) nL, and

(ii) for each maximal left ideal M of B () (A) nM is dense in M.
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Then (i) implies the inverse image of a maximal left ideal of B is
a maximal left ideal of A, and

(i) and (ii) imply the separating space of f} is contained in the
radical of B, thus, in this case f} is continuous if B is semisimple.

2. Preliminaries

Let A and B be Banach algebras over the complex field and let
f} : A~B be a homomorphism from A into B. By the separating
space of f} : A~B we mean

g(f}) = {bEB : there is a sequence {an} in A such that
an~O in A and f}(an)~b in B}.

It is well-known that g(fJ) is a two-sided ideal of B if f}: A~B
has dense range, and fJ : A~B is continuous if and only if g(fJ) =
{O}. By the radical of a Banach algebra A we mean the intersection
of the kernels of all irreducible representations of A or equivalently
the intersection of all maximal modular left ideals of A. Hence, if
A has the identity then the radical of A is the interesection of all
maximal left ideals.

For a left ideal J of A, A - J will denote the difference space of
A modulo J, i. e., A -J is the linear space of all cosets of ]. Let
a' denote the coset a+J for each a in A, then the operation
defined by

ab' = (ax)' for each aEA, xEb'EA - J
is clearly a module operation such that A -J becomes a left A-
module. With this module multiplication A - J will be called the
regular left A-module. On the other hand, let se(A-J) . denote
the space of all linear operators. Then the map 1C: A--),se(A-J)
defined by .

1C(a)b'=ab' for each aEA, b'EA-J
is a representation of A on A - J. This representation will be called
a left regular represention of A on A -].

3. Continuity of homomorphisms

Let A and B be Banach algebras with the identity elements and
let f} : A~B be a homomorphism. If f} maps A onto B it. can be
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easiey seen that the inverse image of each maximal ideal of B is
a maximal ideal of A [3]. But we can not expect the same result
for a homomorphism which maps A into B even if the homomor
phism has dense range. However, as we see in the next lemma
there is a certain class of homomorphisms with dense range for
which inverse image preserves the maximality of ideals. We prove
the lemma for left ideals since an obvious modification will prove
the same result for right ideals.

LEMMA 1. Let A and B bp. Banach algebras with identity and
let f) : A-B be a homomorphism with dense range. If for each
left ideal j of A there is a left ideal L of B such that f)(j)
=f)(A) nL, then the inverse image of a maximal left ideal of
B is a maximal left ideal of A.

Proof. Let M be a maximal left ideal of B. It is obvious that
f)-I (M) is a left ideal of A. Since the range of f) is a dense
subalgebra of B f) maps the identity of A to the identity of B,
and hence the identity of A does not belong to f)-I (M). Thus
f)-I (M) is a proper left ideal of A. Suppose that there is a left
ideal j of A such that

f)-I (M) cjcA.
It suffices to show that j = f)-I (M) or j =A to ensure the maxim
ality of f)-I (M). By hypothesis there is a left ideal L of B such
that f)(j) =f)(A) nL. Thus we have

f)(A) nL=f)(j)~f)(f)-I(M)) =f)(A) nM
and hence L~M. By the maximality of M either L=M or L=B.
If L=M, then

f)-I (M) =f)-I(L) =f)-I(f)(J))~].

Hence, in this case we have f)-I (M) =]. If L = B, then f) (J) :c...c

f)(A) nL=f)(A). If aEA then there is jEj such that f)(j) =f)(a),
thus a- j belongs to the kernel of f). But the kernel is contained
in the ideal j and so a-jEj. Then aEj. Therefore]=A and
the proof is completed.

The following elementary fact will be used in the proof of
Theorem 3.

LEMMA 2. Let j be a left ideal of a Banach algebra A with
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identity and let X denote the regular left A-module A - J. Then
J is a maximal left ideal of A if and only if the left regular
representation 7r of A on X is irreducible.

Proof. Let if>: A~A-J be the quotient map of A onto the
difference space A - J, and let Y be an A-submodule of X with
Y=F{O}. Then L= {aEA : if> (a) EY} is a left ideal of A and J =FL
since Y=F{O}. If J is maximal then L=A. Thus if>(e)EY where e
is the identity of A and Y=x. Therefore X is irreducible and the
left regular representation 7r is irreducible. Conversely, if J is not
maximal it is contained in a maximal left ideal M of X. Then
Z=M-L is a left A-submodule of X with X=FZ and Z=F{O}.
Therefore X is not irreducible and the left regular representation
7r is not irreducible.

We need the following well-known theorem [5J, [2, Theorem
25.7J.

THEOREM (B. E. ]OHNSON). Let () be an irreducible representation
of a Banach algebra A on a normed linear space X such that
7r(a) is continuous on X for each aEA. Then 7r is continuous on
A.

The following theorem is our main result.

THEOREM 3. Let A and B be Banach algebras with the identities,
and let (): A~B be a homomorphism with dense range. If the
followtng conditions are satisfied, then the separating space .9'((})
is contained in the radical of B.

( i) For each left ideal J of A there is a left ideal L of B
such that (}(J) =(}(A) nL.

. (ii) For each maximal left ideal M of B (}(A) nM is dense
in M.

Moreover, if B is semisimple then the homomorphism () is con
tinuous.

Proof. Let M be an arbitrary maximal left ideal of B, then the
inverse image (}-I (M) is a maximal left ideal of A by lemma 1.
Thus both difference spaces A-(}-I(M) and. B-M are Banach
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spaces with the quotient norms. Let if>: A~A-0-1(M) and if>' :
B~B-M be the quotient maps respectively and define a map 0' :
A-0-1(M)~B-M by

O/(if>(a»=if>/(O(a» for each aEA.
Then, clearly 0' is a well-defined linear map with dense range. If
o(if> (a» =0 for some a in A, then if>/(O(a» =0, hence O(a) belongs
to M, whence aEO-1(M). Hence we have if>(a) = O. Thus 0' is a
linear injection of A - 0-1 (M) into B - M. Now we claim that 0' is
continuous. Let 11,11 and Ill, I11 denote the norms on A and B
respectively and for simplicity we use the same symbols for the
quotient norms on A - 0-1 (M) and B - M. Define a second norm
11,111 on A-O-I(M) by

IIif> (a) III = 1110' (if> (a) ) I1I for each aEA
then 11, 111 is indeed a norm on A --0-1 (M) since 0 is an injection.
Let X denote the regular left A-module A-0-1(M) and let 1C be
the left regular representation of A on X. Then 1C is irreducible
by Lemma 2. For simplicity let x' denote the coset if>(x) for each
xEA. Then

7l:(a)x l =axl =(ax)' for each a,xEA.
Thus for each yEx' we have

117l:(a)x/ 11 1= 1110' (ax' ) III = I11 if>' (0 (ay) ) III
:::::= I11 o(ay) 111:::::= II1 O(a) II1 . III O(y) Ill.

The set {O(y) : yEX /} is dense in 0' (x') since O(A) nM is dense in
M, hence

117l:(a)x'III:::::= III O(a) III inf {Ill O(y) III : yEX/}
= 11I0(a) IIlinf{1I10(y) Ill: O(y)EO/(X' )}
= III O(a) III . 1110' (x') I1I
= I1I O(a) III ·llx/lll.

Therefore, for each a in A 1C(a) is a continuous linear operator on
the normed linear space (X, 11, 111)' and hence the representation 1C

is continuous on A by Johnson's theorem. Hence there is a constant
k>O such that

111C(a) x'III:::::=kllallllx'lll
for each a in A and x' in X. If we denote the identity element of
A bye, then

1C (a) e' = (ae) , =a'
for each aEA. Now for each X'EX and each aEx'
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Ilx'lll = Ila'Ul = lI~(a)e'lIl:::kllalllle'lll.
Thus we have

Ilx'lll:::klle'lllinf{lIall : aEX/}
=klle'lllllx'll.

From this inequality we see that the identity map from (X, 11,11)
to (X, 11, Ill) is continuous. Hence the map

fJ: (X,lI,II)~(B-M, Ill, Ill)
is continuou,s.

Now, let SES/(fJ). Then there is a sequence {an} in A such that
an converges to 0 in A and fJ(an) converges to S in B. By the
continuity of quotient maps we have

ifJ(an)~O and ifJ/(fJ(an))~ifJ/(s) as n~=.
But the composite map fJ/oifJ is continuous and ifJ'(fJ(a,.))=fJ/(ifJ(an))
by definition, so ifJ/ (s) =0. Hence sEM. Since M is an arbitrary
maximal left ideal of Band B has the identity, S belongs to
rad(B) , the radical of B. Thus we have shown S/(fJ)crad(B). If
B is semisimple, then S/ (fJ) crad(B) = to} and fJ is continuous.
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